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Nakosan Nakis Konfeksiyon Tekstil San.

Ve Tic. A.S.

Akcesme Mah. Bozburun Cad. No.6 A Blok

20020 Merkezefendi/Denizli, TURKEY

Hohenstein Textile Testing Institute

GmbH & Co. KG

74357 Bönnigheim

Germany

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

Nakosan Nakis Konfeksiyon Tekstil San. Ve

Tic. A.S.
is granted the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 certification

and the right to use the trademark.

SCOPE

Poncho, baby bib, baby romper, hat, overalls,

neckerchief, bathrobe, T-shirt, dress, nightwear,

pyjama set, pants, shorts, trousers, cardigan, pullover,

leggings, w/ or w/o hood made of CO terry (knitted,

woven), velvet, knitted (also COEL), woven (also muslin)

fabric, white, dyed; woven, terry (knitted, woven),

knitted (also mélange) fabric, yarn-dyed; woven (also

muslin), knitted (also CO/EL), velvet fabric, reactive

printed; tricot made of CO, WO, PAN and their mixtures

among each other, white, dyed yarn; knitted and terry

fabric made of CO, CO/PES, pigment, pigment water

based printed; knitted fabric made of CO (also woven),

CO/EL, CO/PES (also woven), CV/CO, CV(bamboo)/CO,

digital pigment printed; knitted, terry and velour fabric

made of CO/PES white, dyed; terry, fleece fabric made

of PES, white, dyed, TPU lamination, PES fibre, incl. acc.

(applique, piping fabric [also ME yarn], border, sewing &

embroidery thread [also ME yarn], non-woven, ribbon,

metal snap fastener, zipper, hook & loop fastener,

PES/LA tape, PES & wood button … [Please scan QR

code for full scope]

PRODUCT CLASS

I (baby articles) - Annex 4

Further compliance information (REACH, SVHC, POP, GB18401

etc.) can be found on oeko-tex.com/en/faq.

 The certificate is based on the test methods and requirements of

the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 that were in force at the time of

evaluation.

20.HTR.12627

HOHENSTEIN HTTI

This certificate 20.HTR.12627 is valid until

30.06.2024.

 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

✓ Test report : 23.1045586

✓ Declaration of conformity in accordance with

EN ISO 17050-1 as required by OEKO-TEX®

✓ OEKO-TEX® Terms of Use (ToU)

 

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Ivonne Schramm

Head of Certification Body OEKO-TEX®

Boennigheim, 2023-05-26


